The first appendix is a justification of the change of order of integration for a key iterated integral; the computation of some important integrals is given in the second appendix.
2* The fundamental solutions* By standard Fourier transform techniques, one finds that a fundamental solution for the equation (1) (31 + d\)u = 0 is ( 2 ) K(x, t) = -π-vψ-112 exp (™-+ i*λ .
V At 4 / We also define ( 3 ) C
(x, t) = Re K(x, t) , S(x, t) = Im K(x, t).
We obtain by straightforward computation: 
, + id t )K λ = 0 .
3* Semi-infinite bar* We consider now the problem of the semiinfinite bar; that is, we seek a function u(x, t) on D = {0 < x} x (0, Γ) such that (13) and in o, (15) where the conditions on the functions a and b will be determined presently.
We try a solution in the form ( 
16) u(x, t) = Γ[C(a?, ί -s)^(s) + S(x, t -s)f(s)]ds .

Jo
To relate φ and f to α and 6, we consider (17)
U(x, t; φ) = [*K(x, t -s)φ(s)ds .
Jo
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The next two theorems are essentially contained in [3] but for completeness we include them here. (We use BV and CBV to mean respectively the classes of functions of bounded variation and continuous and of bounded variation.)
Proof. By integration by parts (18) so that (19) by (11)
Differentiation of (18) 4s V π x so that the convergence is uniform with respect to x for | x | ^ δ > 0. Therefore
which through a change of variable becomes 
lim Σ7 x (ί&, ί; 1) = ±1 .
which goes to zero as ί -• ί 0 and x-^0 + . Also,
where /4(ί -s), and since the limits of integration are always positive and the integral on (0, oo) exists, the last integral is uniformly bounded in x and t, i.e. M(x) ^ M x . Therefore,
Thus, for ί sufficiently close to t 0 and δ so small that t -δ is also close to ί 0 , the continuity of 9? and of its variation implies that 11 2 is small which completes the proof.
We shall later find it necessary to extend these theorems for an important special case which is not contained in the above hypotheses. We can show that our theorems do not hold without the BV requirement, but as we shall see, BV is not necessary; thus, the present conditions are not the most natural for the kernel in question.
From the preceding we see that the conditions (14) are satisfied and that the boundary conditions (15) must be related to the density functions φ and ψ by (14) and (15) where φ and ψ are given by (27).
4* The finite bar problem* We consider next the problem of finding a function u(x, t) on the domain
We seek a solution in the form ΐφ, 0 = u e {x, t; φ 1 ) + ^s(x, ί; fO
We observe that, by the corollary to Theorem 1, if φ t and ψi (1 = 1, 2) have CBV derivatives, then (30) satisfies (28) 
Adding and subtracting the first and third equations and the second and fourth equations respectively and setting
we obtain two systems of two equations each:
ERNEST L. ROETMAN (38) and (39)
Defining operator matrices
we can write (26) and (27) To simplify M^Nu we prove:
Proof. Consider 
H(t) = -Γ
Jo
Observe that
and define 
)dp = J Ύ + J 2
By the properties of the complimentary error functions, )dp + ±-i \ r-1 1 e iln n~l l2 dn )dp .
Now then, we are justified in taking the limit as τ -> 0 to obtain
llz )dp -1/2 Γ eih >p-ll2 dp
On the other hand, 2 ) | dp) 
lim I τ~ι{H{t + τ) -H(τ) -F(t) \ < e .
r->0
τ --E((pp)E(p-
)dp
The estimates for J 2 f are exactly like those of J 2 , the only change in J[ occurs in the range, 0 ^ t λ < t 2 ^ δ -τ, over which M f (δ, τ) is taken, but if \τ\ < δ, then we strengthen the inequalities if we extend the range to 0 ^ t < t 2 ^ 2δ and everything goes as before.
Thus (d/dt)H(t) -F(t) and the lemma follows by easy comparison with (43).
The lemma established, we return to (42) where we now see that
But so that
and (42) 
f=a + 2ίE-ll2 f fit) = a(t) -\'k(t -s)f(s)ds
Jo (49) g(t) = b(t) + [k(t-
Jo
where k is defined in (47). These two problems are combined in the equation (50) f(t) = α(ί) + λft*/(ί).
5* Solution of the integral equation* We here solve the integral equation (50) collecting our results at the end in the form of a theorem. By formal successive substitution of (50) into itself, we obtain
In Appendix A, we show that for functions a(t) e CBV [0, T] we can interchange the order of integration to obtain
where by explicit evaluation
This function has the same form as k (it is even absolutely integrable) so that again
Thus, we obtain for (51) To show that /, defined by (53), is continuous, one need only show that k*a is continuous; the other terms have very smooth kernels. If 6* Solution for the finite problem* The function /, determined by (53), may not be BV; for example set a(t) = 1. Thus, the solution of the system (34) may not satisfy the conditions of Theorems 1 and 2. However, we can establish the validity of the results directly.
PROPOSITION. If a is CBV, then
The proof of this proposition is easily effected by an inversion of the order of integration and evaluation of the interior integral. Justification of the interchange can be obtained by adapting the argument of Appendix A.
From (53) /-Xk*a is CBV, a is CBV by assumption and the remaining sum has a bounded first derivative because of the form of k m , m ^ 2. Therefore, (2, t; a) .
Since U x (2, t; a) = -k*a, we see that U x (x,t;f)-+f(t) as x-*0 + which is the only case of interest.
We thus conclude that if I~l l2 a,i and δ< (i = 1, 2) have first derivatives which are CBV then (33) provides a solution to the equation (3i + d 2 t )u = 0 with homogeneous initial conditions and boundary values given by (32).
Appendix A* To solve the integral equation above, it was neces-sary to interchange the order of integration for a very singular integrand. We here prove that the interchange is valid.
The method of proof will be to show that J 2 exists, to restrict the domain to that on which interchange is easily justified, and then to show that the neglected terms vanish in the limit which will establish the existence of J λ and the equality J λ -J 2 .
The first integral of J 2 is evaluated explicitly in Appendix B as
which is equivalent to the first integration of J l9
Now then, . Hence, I(s) is well behaved near the origin so that the outside integral of J λ is not improper at the origin and its existence will be established if has a limit as 3 -> 0. However,
where the first integral is proper and we may interchange the order of integration to obtain
Substitution into J/ gives J/ = J 2 ' -Λ -I 2 + 7 3 , where / 3 is the second integral in J/ above. Since J 2 exists, lim J 2 ' = ^2. We have only to δ-O show that /,• -^0 (i = 1, 2, 3) with S to have J 2 = J 2 .
We integrate the first integral of I 3 by parts to obtain Integrals I x and J 2 are essentially the same as can be seen by substituting s = u + v into I λ and s = ί -v into 7 2 . We thus consider only Λ which we write as S ί-2δ Γί f(u) \ [(t -u -v)vλ~m exp ( -a(t -u -v) 
